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ENGAGEMENT FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Dear friends and supporters of the Fritz Henkel Stiftung,
Sustainability is one of the key issues of our time. Whether the discussion involves climate change, the environment, politics or social responsibility, everyone is talking about it. Often, however, that’s where things end – with lots of
words of little substance and even fewer actions resulting from them. Fortunately, there are exceptions.
As a small charitable foundation based in Germany, we know we cannot change
the world by ourselves. But our philosophy is “If I can change (myself) a little,
together we could change the world.” In this newsletter we describe a number
of projects designed to make a sustainable contribution towards making our
world a little bit better. We are delighted that so many Henkel people support
us with their expertise. Whether they focus on protecting the environment, our
health or future generations – all projects have one thing in common: By promoting positive action, modest though it may be, they are more than token,
more than mere words. Perhaps after reading this newsletter you too will be
inspired by an exciting new idea of your own to promote sustainability in your
field or domain. If you are, let us know!
Kirsten Sánchez Marín
Managing Director

A GREAT PARTNERSHIP!
On 26 April 2018, the Fritz Henkel Stiftung was presented with the Impact
Partner Award by Teach First Deutschland, recognizing the organizations’
shared vision of fairer educational opportunities for every child, constructive
dialog and a clear commitment to teamwork in problem-solving.
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BUILDING TRIP, SEPTEMBER
02 – 08

KICKWINKEL SOCCER TOURNAMENT, SEPTEMBER 08

GETTING CLOSER TO NATURE
NATURE KIDS
Since 2013, we have achieved a
great deal with this sustainable
initiative:

68
nature
projects
5
years of
natural world
discovery
8,427
smiling children’s faces

The issues of environmental protection
and closeness to nature affect us all.
Today they are more important than
ever, with many environmental organizations committed to the conservation
and restoration of the natural world.
The like-minded Minden-Lübbecke
Biological Station Group runs one of
the oldest biological research outposts
of its kind in northwest Germany.
The station also focuses heavily on
education, holding a number of collaborative initiatives with schools that
offer children and young people aged 4
to 16 years an opportunity to experi-

ence and understand relationships in
nature by taking part in real-life projects.

NATURE KIDS
Through the NATURKINDER (Nature Kids) initiative, the foundation works
with the Persil brand and Rossmann pharmacy chain to help encourage children's joy of discovery, offering them access to valuable and exciting learning
experiences in nature.
Since 2013, schools, kindergartens and non-profit organizations from all over
Germany have been able to apply to NATURKINDER for support in projects
that focus on discovering the natural world. All applications are assessed by a
jury of experts looking for the best ideas and concepts for project support.
Since its launch, this sustainability initiative has supported green classrooms,
research stations, playgrounds and various other projects – to the delight of
children and to the benefit of nature.

INSPIRING THE NEXT STEM GENERATION

Further information on our social
commitment
can be found here or at
www.fritz-henkel-stiftung.de

PHINEO – a non-profit analysis and consulting organization for impact-driven
civic engagement – has analyzed the effectiveness of out-of-school STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) projects, offering its seal of
approval to the most inspiring initiatives.
19 out of 76 projects were positively assessed in terms of their high impact potential by PHINEO. The project was funded by the Fritz Henkel Stiftung, Siemens Foundation, Vector Foundation, Stifterverband (Donor Association for
the Promotion of Humanities and Sciences in Germany) and acatech (National
Academy of Science and Engineering).
Each of the high-achieving projects was awarded the PHINEO seal of approval
in Berlin on June 12, 2018 and displayed on an “Experiment Trail,” designed to
inspire and encourage people to try their hand at STEM-related experiments.
The “Rediscovering STEM Education” report presents all 19 projects and gives
an overview of the key requirements to promote and deliver impactful engagement. The report is available to download from www.phineo.org/publikationen
(German language version only).
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FLYING FISH
The Flifis nature conservation project aims to familiarize children with their
immediate natural environment. Initiated by the Düsseldorf angling club ASV
Petri Heil 04, the project encourages young people from the community to
experience and appreciate the exciting underwater world and its diverse habitat. Activities include constructing nesting boxes, surveying streams and establishing reed beds and floating islands at the club’s waters in Wersten, at the
Brückerbach pool, along the river Rhine and recently at the Migratory Fish
Information Center in Siegburg. Offering a riverbank biotope, waterway workshop and exhibition on migratory fish and water protection, the Information
Center is an excellent resource for schools and youth organizations.
The project has been expanded and enhanced in cooperation with FINNE
“Rediscovering fish in North Rhine-Westphalia” – an environmental education
and nature conservation project.

“Organizations can only be economically successful over the long term if they are committed
to sustainability in terms of both environmental and social responsibility.”
- Thomas Müller-Kirschbaum, Corporate Senior VP, Henkel AG & Co. KGaA -

20 YEARS OF MIT
Twenty years ago, Henkel was one
of the first companies in Germany
to launch a program to support
employees and retirees of the company in their voluntary and charity
activities: the MIT initiative (“Make
an Impact on Tomorrow”). Since
the establishment of the Fritz Henkel Stiftung, the company and the
foundation have jointly supported
a wide range of projects. Now, a
special donation of 50,000 euros
has been made to mark the program’s 20th anniversary,.
Help for
Nepal

mothers-to-be

in

The 50,000 euro grant is to help
with the establishment of a mother
-and-child health center in the
Nepalese village of Namjung. Maternal mortality is still very high in
countries like Nepal — around 20
times higher than in Europe. Namjung is about a six-hour walk from
the next major village and is still
suffering from the consequences of
the 2015 earthquake, making good

medical care very difficult for expectant mothers and newborns.
Among other things, the center will
have a birthing room, offering prenatal and post-natal care, thus
providing mothers with a safe place
to deliver their babies. Together
with the Deutsch-NepalesischenGesellschaft e.V. (German Nepalese Society) and the Honorary Consul Ram Thapa, Henkel
employee Susanne Volkmann is
committed to driving this project.
A further 40,000 euro grant is to
be divided between two similarly
deserving projects: The first is the
“Bottle Classroom Project,”
which involves the building of
classrooms in Guatemala from old
plastic bottles filled with inorganic
waste. The second is a school
project in Vietnam aimed at
converting existing shelters in the
Gia Lai mountain region into new
classrooms.
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THE FOUNDATION

LOOKING AHEAD

The Fritz Henkel Stiftung focuses
on the following core areas:
• Education
• Equality of opportunity
• Projects that address social
need

As a funding foundation, we do
not always develop projects our-

Sharing precious moments
The International MIT Photo Competition will again be opening its doors this
fall, with an invitation to Henkel employees and retirees to submit their best
photos in two categories: “Your MIT project encapsulated” and “You in MIT
project action.”
The winners will be announced on Volunteer Day (December 5, 2018).

selves. However, we do initiate
activities and get involved in their
management long-term. Together

Football fun in the park!

with our partners, we endeavor to

We’re hoping for sunny weather on Saturday, September 8, 2018. The second
Kickwinkel association soccer tournament will be held at the home of SFD’75 in
Düsseldorf’s Niederheid Sports Park, complete with refreshing drinks and food
for all. Spectators are more than welcome!

make a contribution to improving
people's lives. In all our activities,
we are committed to ensuring
international, effective and transparent project development.
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